
 

I. Attendance  
Members   Present:    President   Vijayakumar,   Proxy   Salas,   Senator   Flores-Clavel,   Senator   Gee,   Senator  
Lyons,   Senator   Velazquez,   Senator   Sanchez,   Senator   Heyer,   Senator   Scheinfeld,   Senator   Finkelstein,  
Senator   Smith,   Senator   Maxie,   Co-Chair   Lezama,   Proxy   Best,   Proxy   Lee,   Senator   Brady   (15)  
 
Members   Absent:    Senator   Gosselin  
 

II. Acceptance   of   the   Minutes   from   11/3/19   and   11/10/19  
Motion   to   accept   both   minutes   from   11/3   and   11/10.  
 
Seconded.  
 
13-0-1   [Senator   Salas   abstains.   The   minutes   are   passed.]  
 
III. Announcements   &   Updates  

A. Executive   Board  
President   Vijayakumar:   Anyone   meeting   with   higher   ups,   appreciate   culture   shift   of   sending   messages   in  
the   Slack.   Want   to   start   getting   check   ins   to   the   exec   board.   Want   to   know   how   the   conversation   went   the  
day   it   happened.   Want   to   know   what   we   can   do.   More   helpful   to   know   the   day   of.  
 

B. Senate  
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Constituents   mentioned   posters   being   taken   down.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Handled   it.  
 
[Senator   Brady   enters.]  
 
Senator   Velazqez:   Two   weeks   ago   one   constituents   asked   about   pads   and   tampons.   Is   this   being  
implemented   in   all   restrooms?   Asking   from   nonbinary  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Reach   out   to   Sexual   Relationship   and   Respect   Committee   Co-Director.  
Technically   facilities   agreed   to   do   it   in   sophomore   dorms,   but   it’s   not   always   done.  
 
Senator   Sanchez:   Read   apps   for   first   year   committee   and   selected   14   applicants.   Didn’t   get   direction   on  
how   to   do   it,   so   we   sent   an   email   to   who   we   selected.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   That’s   fine   that   it’s   done.   Ask   if   you   aren’t   getting   info   you   need.   14   is   gonna   be  
hard   unless   there’s   structure,   decide   subgroups   for   people   to   handle   so   it’s   easier.   
 
Senator   Sanchez:   We   divided   them   into   four.  
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Someone   asked   when   laundry   system   comes   into   play,   will   we   have   to   pay  
multiple   times   just   to   dry   our   clothes?  



 

 
Senator   Finkelstein:   I   haven’t   heard   back   from   the   laundry   person   after   several   emails,   but   I’ll   send   him  
another.  
 
Senator   Brady:   Does   anyone   know   about   napkins?  
 
CoS   Platt:   Not   SGA   decision,   from   dining.   People   were   wasting   napkins.   Real   thing   is   it   was   stressing  
staff   to   stuff   all   those   napkins   into   all   the   dispensers.   There   will   be   more   big   ones   placed.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   We   won’t   dispute   it.  
 
CoS   Platt:   No   reason   for   people   to   spend   5   hours   a   week   to   stuff   napkin   dispensers.  
 

C. Community   Council  
Co-Chair   Lezama:   Met   last   monday,   invited   IHC   to   talk   about   state   of   social   houses.   Doing   well.  
Concerns   from   some   houses,   but   will   be   resolved.   Detailed   review   will   come   later.  

Detora   talked   about   plate   situation.   Students   decided   to   meet   every   Monday   and   spearhead   series  
of   projects   to   combat   plates   issue   and   privilege   narrative.   Our   long   term   project.   First   thing   we’re   going   to  
do   staff   appreciation   and   recognition.   Allow   people   to   leave   notes   of   appreciation   for   them.  
 
CoS   Platt:   More   conversations   going   on   in   cabinet   if   you   want   to   reach   out   to   them.   Will   send   you   names  
after   meeting.   
 

D. Finance   Committee  
Treasurer   Cho:   Passed   3   budgets.   QDPOC   166,   Rethink   Econ   863,   Open   Campus   Initiative   1,000.  
Meeting   with   Library   to   talk   about   budgeting   NYT   into   library   budget   next   year.  
 
IV. Old   Business  

A. Discussion:   Ethical   Investing   and   Topics   for   SLSEA’s   Forum   with   David   Provost  
Senator   Finkelstein:   Elisa   is   going   to   come   in   and   we’re   going   to   talk   about   her   forum   with   David  
Provost.   We   have   an   opportunity   to   pose   some   questions.   
 
Elisa:   Past   liaisons   started   a   public   forum   with   allows   Provost   to   sit   with   students   and   directly   interact.  
Here   are   questions   from   last   year.   We’re   going   to   continue   this   tradition.   Do   you   have   any   questions   that   I  
can   present?   One   concern   Finkel   has   is   how   to   continue   the   initiative   of   investment   into   moral   issues.  
However,   there   is   the   concern   about   opening   the   door   to   a   slippery   slope.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Section   on   sustainable   investment,   supposed   to   be   an   advisory   committee,   what’s   the  
status   on   that   committee?   Also   to   define   the   scope   of   that   committee   if   it’s   restarted.  
 
CoS   Platt:   How   are   those   people   chosen.  
 



 

President   Vijayakumar:   Assuming   sending   survey   wanted   to   happen   through   our   email?  
 
Elisa:   Yes,   ideally   through   SGA   email,   ideally   would   be   open   ended.   
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   What   makes   it   hard   to   untie   investments.   People   always   call   it   so   layered,   maybe  
explain   that   more.   
 
Elisa:   Measure   components   of   investment.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Provost   talked   about   college   had   to   dip   into   endowment   to   operate.   Not   sure   if   doing   that  
now,   but   want   to   know   what   path   looks   like   and   how   stable   we   can   be   as   a   college.  
 
Elisa:   School   has   been   overspending,   especially   after   2008.   Exceeded   5%   of   operation   budget.   Have   been  
reigning   that   in,   heard   it   was   successful   which   is   related   to   a   lot   of   budget   cuts.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   How   will   building   projects   affect   operation   of   college   and   will   it   take   money   from  
endowment.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   New   student   center.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   What   will   that   mean   for   us   and   tuition.   Ability   to   give   financial   aid.  
 
Senator   Velazquez:   Constitution   on   the   committee   and   seemed   like   it   had   momentum.   Why   did   that   stop?  
Lack   of   student   interest   or   support?  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   If   it   started   again,   wondering   what   your   [Elisa]   role   would   be.  
 

B. Discussion:   SGA   Referendums   with   Resolution   to   Hold   a   Referendum   on   Vegetarian  
Atwater  

CoS   Platt:   Commons   system   is   gone.   SGA   will   not   have   common   senators   anymore.   Want   to   talk   about  
having   referendum   on   this,   what   the   solution   will   be.   Should   do   by   J-term   at   latest   so   shift   will   be  
legitimate   for   spring   semester   during   elections.   Thought   a   lot   about   this,   we’ll   go   with   eliminating   those  
positions   and   thinking   about   other   ways   to   restructure   and   making   the   Co-Chair   a   nonvoting   member   is  
where   we’re   voting   now.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Before   we   have   a   bill   ready   for   you,   most   of   the   conversation   will   happen   during  
the   few   meetings   left.   I   won’t   be   here   during   Jterm.   You   won’t   vote   on   the   day   we   present   it,   it   will  
happen   the   next   meeting.   Any   referendum   bill   needs   a   ⅔   vote   in   favor.   If   that   is   passed,   then   we   make   a  
yes   or   no   question   to   give   to   the   student   body.   Will   be   institutionalized   if   majority   vote   from   students.  

Want   to   make   changes   to   way   SGA   operates.   Don’t   want   to   be   the   ones   making   decisions,   should  
be   something   we   all   agree   on.   Please   look   at   the   details.   Cabinet   will   also   be   discussing   these   things.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   The   one   tangible   action   we   can   make   is   lead   the   bylaws   and   constitution.   



 

 
President   Vijayakumar:   That’s   why   I   sent   it   to   you   all   before   the   retreat.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   If   we   don’t   pass   the   bill,   then   what   would   we   do?  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   One   tangible   action   would   be   to   read   the   bylaws   and   constitution   in   the   following   weeks.  
If   there’s   no   commons,   constitution   has   to   change   whether   we   like   it   or   not.   If   we   don’t   change   then   it  
would   be   unconstitutional   for   us   to   act   with   commons   senators.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   People   can   vote   for   commons   senators   but   they   won’t   be   sitting   here   in   the   fall  
because   those   positions   won’t   exist.   If   someone   feels   strongly   to   add   a   different   position,   that’s   where  
referendum   becomes   important.  
 
CoS   Platt:   The   question   is   whether   we   add   new   positions.   Thinking   about   holding   senators   accountable   to  
constituents,   ways   to   bridge   gap   between   being   student   liaisons   and   SLG   interaction.  
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Does   the   referendum   include   different   versions   of   what   SGA   can   look   like   or   are  
we   asking   whether   they   like   this   idea,   “yes   or   no”?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Yes   or   no   question.  
 
Co-Chair   Lezama:   Discussion   or   do   we   give   you   a   bill?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   We’re   going   to   articulate   what   we   feel   represents   our   vision,   share   it   with   you,  
then   get   feedback.   If   you   have   revisions   then   please   share   that   in   slack.   We   want   a   set   question   by   Jterm.  
 
CoS   Platt:   We   talked   about   this   a   lot.   If   anyone   wants   to   reach   out   to   me   please   feel   free   to   do   it.   
 
Senator   Maxie:   Is   deadline   for   voting   the   end   of   this   semester?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Going   to   vote   over   J-term.   Referendum   must   be   held   a   month   within   our   passing  
it.   Would   occur   over   J-term.   Too   rushed   to   make   decisions   during   finals,   would   be   better   to   focus   over  
J-term.   
 
Co-Chair   Lezama:   If   Viji   ain’t   here,   do   I   have   to   lead   discussion?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Co-chairs   can   help   if   you   don’t   want   to   lead   discussion.   I’ll   try   to   zoom   in   from  
India   but   we’ll   see.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Four   people   on   1   semester   term,   is   their   term   through   J-term?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Usually   it’s   something   the   2   semester   people   work   out   themselves.   If   incoming  
wants   to   start   over   J-term,   then   they   can   start   voting.   



 

 
Co-Chair   Lezama:   Weird   position.   If   President   Vijayakumar   is   gone   then   I   vote   as   you   and   as   myself.   Or  
ok   you   tell   me   how   to   vote   I   see.  
 
CoS   Platt:   Want   to   have   these   conversations   now   so   then   we’re   ready   in   J-term.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Not   voting   on   this   today.   Directors   have   been   working   on   meat   reduction,  
middlebury   consulting   group.   Goals   of   reducing   meat   haven’t   been   met.   This   was   one   option   put   for,  
Detora   said   he   is   willing   if   there   is   student   support   for   that.   Thought   best   to   form   in   referendum.   Nothing  
will   happen   unless   students   express   they’re   in   favor.  
 
Senator   Smith:   Is   this   working   with   people   who   are   giving   surveys   to   students   or   is   this   more   official?  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   That’s   Midd   Consulting   group   to   get   more   feedback,   this   is   more   institutional.  
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Schurer   brought   up   that   Atwater   is   wider   space   than   other   dining   halls.   Want   to   make  
sure   regardless   of   what   they’re   serving,   all   students   can   find   options.   Continue   to   serve   diverse   range   of  
food.  
 
Senator   Brady:   This   could   mess   up   the   line   issue.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   This   is   why   more   referendum,   not   to   say   we’re   in   support   but   just   asking   what   the  
student   body   wants.   People   in   cabinet   have   been   meeting   about   the   lines   in   general,   also   has   to   do   with  
class   times.   Seeing   if   we   can   adjust   class   times   to   stagger   schedules.   
 

V. New   Business  
A. Discussion:   Funding   for   the   Student   Ambassador   Program  

Senator   Gee:   Will   give   update.   Friday   it   was   decided   I   will   meet   with   Nicole   Curbin   tomorrow   at   1   to  
discuss   her   funding   the   program   from   this   year   on.   Seems   optimistic.   Drafting   that   the   rest   of   the   year  
with   her.   Figured   won’t   talk   about   funding   until   after   that   meeting.   Applications   are   open,   hoping  
everyone   can   do   social   media   blast   at   7   PM.   

It   came   out   of   IDEI.   We   work   with   admissions   to   train   students   to   give   info   sessions   where   they  
can   give   these   at   schools   in   their   hometowns.   This   is   an   attempt   to   diversify   and   target   schools   that  
weren’t   visited   by   Middlebury   college   admissions   counselors.   
 

B. Resolution   in   Support   of   Full-Need   Financial   Aid   for   Middlebury   Language   Schools  
Senator   Smith:   Middlebury   has   agreed   to   try   to   get   funding   to   provide   full   financial   aid   for   Middlebury  
students   to   attend   summer   school.   If   there   is   no   funding,   I   don’t   want   it   to   stop   there.   Want   to   encourage  
admin   to   keep   trying.   Resolution   of   SGA   supporting   this   initiative   and   we   are   willing   to   do   what   we   can  
as   SGA   to   help   push   this   initiative   and   we’re   behind   admin   on   it.   There   is   nothing   SGA   has   been   asked   to  
do,   but   I   want   this   to   happen.   
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Is   this   happening   through   advancement   or   through   a   donor?   The   money.  



 

 
Senator   Smith:   Sending   out   list   to   top   funders.   They’re   doing   this   under   language.  
 
Senator   Velazquez:   Can   you   explain   more   about   specific   part   of   bill?  
 
Senator   Smith:   they   do   offer   financial   aid   but   not   full   coverage.   They’re   trying   to   meet   all   the   financial  
aid   of   the   students   who   need   it   so   they   can   go.  
 
Motion   to   vote.  
 
Seconded.  
 
14-0-1   [Senator   Salas   abstains.   Voting   proceeds.]  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Proxies,   if   you   feel   comfy   voting   you   can.   You   can   abstain   too   if   you   want.  
 
13-0-2   [Senators   Salas   and   Lee   abstain.   Resolution   is   passed.]  
 

C. Reviving   the   Gamut   Room   as   a   Cafe   and   Social   Space  
Senator   Maxie:   Working   on   this   with   commons   council.   Sunday   and   Monday   during   Jterm,   having   it   open  
9   to   12   for   people   to   study,   serve   drinks,   that   kind   of   thing.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Are   they   for   purchase?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Free.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Who’s   providing?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Wonnocot   Common’s   Council   is   providing   all   the   stuff.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Maybe   switch   to   different   days   so   it   doesn’t   conflict   with   10   o   clock   ross.  
 
Senator   Maxie:   We   could   only   do   those   days.   Didn’t   consider   10   o   clock   ross.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   We   could   maybe   try   to   shift   ross,   but   it   seems   like   they   did   a   lot   of   work   on   that  
so…  
 
Senator   Maxie:   I’ll   see   what   I   can   do   on   that.   There’s   a   club   that   meets   there   during   the   rest   of   the   week.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   If   Commons   Council   covers   cost,   what   are   the   beverages?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Tea   pouches,   hot   water,   and   cups.   Just   beverages.  
 



 

Treasurer   Cho:   Good   idea,   but   will   instruments   be   safe?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Gamut   room   club   said   they’d   have   a   board   member   there,   there   will   be   people   to  
supervise.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Can   people   practice   playing   music   this   time   or   no?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Very   loose,   just   a   way   for   people   to   use   space.   If   you   aren’t   in   the   club,   you   aren’t  
supposed   to   use   equipment.   
 
Senator   Lyons:   Is   this   one   time   test   thing   or   multiple   years?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Just   testing   during   J-term.   Some   things   we   aren’t   sure   about.   Want   to   see   turnout,   if  
successful   then   maybe   try   to   do   more   with   it.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Excited   about   possibility,   but   for   success   we   need   more   than   just   hot   water   and  
tea.   Also   good   to   have   people   to   supervise.   Think   you   need   to   ask   a   lot   of   questions   too   about   what   ifs.  
Lots   of   promise,   but   don’t   want   it   to   die.   
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   How   to   protect   the   space   itself.  
 
Senator   Smith:   If   you   start   in   J-term,   people   tend   to   not   really   have   work.   Considered   started   it   during  
reading   days   then   continuing   through   Jterm?  
 
Senator   Lyons:   Are   you   buying   tea   bags   or   taking   from   dining   hall?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   From   store.   Not   just   taking   from   dining   hall,   seems   irresponsible.   
 
Senator   Lyons:   If   this   succeeds,   maybe   find   different   funding   avenue.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   If   you   could   talk   about   protection   of   space   or   responsibility   of   replacing   damaged  
instrument.   Every   year,   Gamut   room   comes   to   Finance   to   request   tons   of   money   to   replace   damages   or  
instruments.   Sometimes   it’s   ridiculous   how   often   things   break,   and   it’s   because   of   disrespect.   If   you   could  
add   an   amendment.   
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Diversify   what’s   being   offered.   Maybe   have   certain   clubs   host   events   with  
different   beverages,   like   the   BOBASIA   or   something.   
 
Senator   Finkelstein:   Cover   cost   or   they’d   sell?  
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Maybe   the   orgs   can   fill   in   the   gap,   but   also   provide   free   tea   if   people   don’t   want   to  
pay.  
 



 

Senator   Finkelstein:   Easier   to   manage   when   things   aren’t   free.   How   would   you   advertise   this?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Just   letting   people   know   it’s   open.   We   talked   about   getting   more   people   to   show   up.  
People   don’t   really   go   to   their   open   events.   
 
Co-Chair   Lezama:   Who   are   you   thinking   will   fund   next   year?  
 
Senator   Maxie:   Test   run   for   now.   This   isn’t   consistent   yet.   
 
Co-Chair   Lezama:   If   successful,   maybe   find   someone   else.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   This   could   be   SGA   thing.   Natural   thing   is   increase   Gamut   room   budget.   
 
Senator   Lyons:   Sounds   like   two   people   will   be   there?   Maybe   having   paid   student   workers   there.   It’s   one  
thing   if   it’s   your   job   to   manage   the   space,   it’s   another   thing   if   you   joined   a   council   to   hang   out,   then   you  
suddenly   have   to   come   to   some   thing   from   9   to   12.  
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Maybe   consider   having   Gamut   room   way   to   store   their   stuff.   No   one   signs   up   for  
commons   council   to   hang   out.   But   good   point   of   how   to   incentivize.  
 
Senator   Gee:   Expectation   there   will   be   external   work   with   Common’s   Council.   Maybe   worry   about  
further   down   the   line,   not   necessarily   right   now.  
 
Senator   Lyons:   That   wasn’t   an   attack   on   Common’s   Council,   just   a   concern.  
 
Senator   Sanchez:   Still   trying   to   word   Thanksgiving   bill.   [Tells   the   struggle.]  
 
Senator   Scheinfeld:   There   are   other   schools   that   have   this   system,   also   a   concern   for   them.   Maybe   have   a  
peer   take   home   sort   of   thing.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Think   pivot   that   this   is   a   concern   that   has   been   had   for   smaller   breaks.   Those   are  
work   arounds   we   can   do.   We   should   have   things   in   place   for   students   that   can’t   afford   to   go   home.  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   I   think   a   lot   of   international   students   go   to   a   friend’s   house.   There   are   also   host   families  
that   aren’t   obligated,   but   usually   will   invite   students   over   for   Thanksgiving.   There   is   also   IDEI   who   is  
getting   buses   to   take   students   to   Burlington   over   breaks.   From   this   break,   Pilana   and   Forest   will   be  
equipped   to   do   meals.   Students   can   sign   up   to   get   free   ingredients…   this   might   not   be   public…   There   is   a  
change   that   might   happen…   People   are   working   on   it.   Lots   of   different   efforts   trying   to   address   that  
problem.  
 
Senator   Flores-Clavel:   Some   people   have   to   stay   here   because   traveling   takes   longer,   there   is   an   incentive  
to   get   social   houses   to   host   people.   There   are   spaces   where   that   might   still   be   people   there.   
 



 

CoS   Platt:   When   is   that   meeting?  
 
Senator   Sanchez:   Tuesday   at   10   am,   I’ll   put   in   slack.  
 
President   Vijayakumar:   Cabinet   meetings   are   from   2   to   3   every   sunday,   encourage   you   to   come   if   you   are  
free.   
 
CoS   Platt:   [Sums   it   up.]  
 
Treasurer   Cho:   Feel   free   to   join   cabinet   meetings.   You’re   all   invited   to   Finance   Committee   meetings,   just  
let   me   know   beforehand.   
 
VI. Adjournment  

Motion   to   adjourn.  
 
Seconded.  
 
15-0-0   ]Meeting   ends   at   4:11   PM.]  


